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Ваш надежный помощник

 

Senior Business Analyst
 

Киев,  18
апреля
 

Компания: Solve.Care  (https://jobs.ua/company/id/1632014) (Все вакансии)
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB специалисты

Пожелания к сотруднику
 

Образование: полное высшее
Опыт работы: от пяти лет

График работы: полный рабочий
день

Описание вакансии
 

Вимоги, побажання: 

      Multi-award winning global company is seeking experienced Business Analyst to join our team working at the forefront of
technology. Every day, we push the boundaries of our decentralized healthcare platform utilizing blockchain and Web3 to deliver
digital healthcare solutions and revolutionize the global healthcare industry.

     As a Business Analyst, you will research the target market, manage requirements through the full lifecycle ensuring the product
offers something to each demographic. Also you will work with stakeholders from different business areas to ensure technical
requirements, workflows and (care) journeys are clearly captured and have the right level of information required to develop. Work
with Development and other stakeholders to requirements are realized.

Key Responsibilities

1. Understand the requirements from the business or stakeholder’s perspective and translate the requirements into the
appropriate deliverables.

2. Translate requirements into process workflows, technical requirements, user stories and unambiguous testable requirements
with clear acceptance criteria.

3. Analyze business and user needs, establish clear business value objectives, document requirements, and revise existing
system logic or business process difficulties to select, build or modify large, complex or mission critical information systems to
achieve business value.

4. Apply analytical skills to evaluate and document accurate business requirements and present these requirements in a manner
that is concise, measurable, and flexible enough to meet project and stakeholder needs.

5. Understand all phases of applications systems analysis and the SDLC development methodology and Business Process
Modeling and manage activities accordingly to deliver custom developed applications.

6. Develop and apply deep business and application domain knowledge for healthcare, banking and/or financial services and/or
related areas to aid in critically evaluating the balance of both business needs and user requests.

7. Onboarding, service and transactional flows and technology ability. Understanding of payment mechanisms (credit cards,
SWIFT/IBAN, bank transfers) and ability to incorporate into product.

Qualifications

1. 5+ years of experience as a Business Analyst.
2. Proven experience with (product) development methodologies for gathering and capturing requirements and documenting

same in a clear unambiguous manner.
3. Experience in defining scope, high level and detailed requirements, and producing (or supporting the development of)

roadmaps.
4. Product experience in healthcare is a must.
5. Experience in business process modelling using BPMN or EPC.
6. Experienced at stakeholder management- communicating with senior and other stakeholders.
7. Excellent interviewing and presentation skills to demo the product as well as extract and utilize feed-back to improve the

product.
8. Experience in the financial services area with emphasis on payments is an advantage.
9. Creatively skilled-ability to imagine the future product!

Additional Technical/Professional Qualifications/Requirements – to include local education and professional qualifications,
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knowledge, skills, training and experience requirements for the job:

Knowledge of BPM tools such as Draw.IO, Visio, ARIS, Figma etc.
2+ years of experience as a Business Analyst in a healthcare area.
Experienced BA with healthcare domain (HL7/FHIR/EDI/EMR/eRx), requirements management, user experience design,
Figma, swim lane diagrams, UML, requirements process, testing and acceptance, client facing skills.

Kindly submit your resume/CV through the link below. Applications sent through other channels will not be considered for review.

https://solvecare.bamboohr.com/careers/57

Контактная информация
 

Контактное лицо: SerhiiKosovets
 

Сайт: http://www.solve.care
 

Адрес: Київ, Лейпцизька, 3а
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